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Cultural Events

Rock Wall Wednesday
September 9 

Email OLP@lynchburg.edu to sign up

Westover Beach Volleyball
Intramural Team

Registration cutoff is September 18
Sign up at IMleagues.com

Horseback Riding
September 12

Cost: $50
Email OLP@lynchburg.edu to sign up

Featured Westover: 
Antonio D'Angelo

White Water Kayaking Trip
September 13 

Cost: $5
Email OLP@lynchburg.edu to sign up

WEEKLY WESTOVER
Stay in the Loop

Networking Using LinkedIn
September 9 at 9:00 am

link will be emailed

Cornhole Tournament
September 7 and 8 from 4-6 p.m.

email Arran Walton to sign up
Waltona743@lynchburg.edu

    Antonio is a sophomore from New Haven, Connecticut
majoring in biomedical science and minoring in medical
humanities. Antonio chose to major in biomedical science
because he has always loved science and wants to have a
career in medical research. Antonio added a medical
humanities minor after finding an appreciation for medical
ethics. Antonio is a member of the Latin Club, the
University of Lynchburg Democrats, and Dr. Savage's book
club. 
     In his free time, Antonio enjoys reading, researching
topics that interest him, going on walks and hanging out
with friends. In addition. Antonio loves spending time with
his black cat Komori and listening to his favorite musician
Bon Iver. Over the summer, Antonio kept himself busy by
taking summer classes and going on drives down the Blue
Ridge Parkway. 
    Antonio's favorite part about being a Westover Fellow is
getting the opportunity to take honors classes, which are
intellectually challenging. "After taking the honors
equivalents to the general core classes, I can confidently
say that I would not have gotten the same experience if I
wasn’t in Westover." Antonio also enjoys the amazing
professors that teach in the honors college. 
    Antonio's favorite Westover class so far has been
"Traditions and Revolutions", especially when the class
was taught by Dr. Brickhouse-Bryson. Though the class
was rooted in history, Antonio enjoyed the ethical aspects
of the class. "It was the first time I really felt like I
understood, and should put more mental emphasis on,
ethics. The class made me think about my own personal
ideologies, what motivates me in life, what I truly value,
and what I consider to be happiness." 


